A REVIEW ON HEALTH BENEFITS OF SCALAR ENERGY
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ABSTRACT
Scalar energy was First discovered by James Clerk Maxwell in the 19th century, and proven by Nikola Tesla, the existence Scalar energy is also acknowledged by Nobel Prize winner, Albert Einstein. Researchers at the Max Planck Institute, Germany, found that scalar energy unclumps and activates living cells. Cellular energy and body energy level increases by use of scalar energy. For every cell to function normally it require energy of 70-90 milivolt and we can verify this by using spectrogram. Scalar energy can protect our DNA from damage, improve cell wall permeability, helpful in cancer treatment. Scalar waves prevents the uptake of nor-adrenaline by PC 12 nerve cells, Reduces inflammation, promotes un-clumping of cells, improves circulation, improves immune and endocrine systems. They also has the ability to kill viruses and bacteria, enhances cellular nutrition and detoxification. Scalar energy has great importance in human health, and wide scope for establishing a new era in the pharmaceutical life.
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INTRODUCTION
Scalar energy is described to have zero frequencies, a stationary energy which cannot be evaluated by the current frequency instruments. Scalar wave was firstly demonstrated by Nikola Tesla in 1899. Einstein acknowledged the existence of this form of energy in the 1920’s. The scalar energy is also known as zero point energy or radiant energy. It is the discovery of completely new kind of electromagnetic waves we may call it as scalar waves which exist in empty space. The empty space such as which is present in between the atoms in our body and empty space present above the earth and between the stars. An organ is made up of different tissues and a single tissue is made up of cells working together. The cell is made up of different compounds and these compounds contains different elements such as carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen and Nitrogen, a little calcium, a dash of sulphur, a light dust of other very ordinary elements is all that is needed in making life. The scalar waves in the different forms are used like pendant, biocard which are useful in various disorders in human being. [1]

WHAT ARE SCALAR WAVES?
In theoretical physics, scalar field theory can refer to a classical or quantum theory of scalar fields. A field which is invariant under any Lorentz transformation is called a "scalar", in contrast to a vector or tensor field. There are different theories related to scalar field like Linear (free) theory, Nonlinear (interacting) theory, Quantum scalar field theory etc. This subtle energy form has healing properties. Electro-magnetic waves have frequencies and wave action. They can be measured in Hertz. However scalar energy is not part of the electro-magnetic spectrum and is not measured in terms of frequency. The scalar waves are longitudinal not transverse. The standard definition of scalar waves is that they are created by a pair of identical (or replicant) waves (usually called the wave and its antiwave) that are in phase spatially, but out of phase temporally. The scalar waves are different from normal hertzian waves. According to the literature scalar is created when two common electromagnetic waves come together from two different converging vectors or angles; where the energy vectors meet the equal frequencies cancel each other leaving a standing or stationary energy.[2]

HISTORY OF SCALAR ENERGY
The discovery of scalar energy can be attributed to James Clerk Maxwell, a Scotsman who was born in the 19th century. Maxwell was a mathematical genius whose work led to the development of quantum physics. Albert Einstein worked on Maxwell's findings and discovered "The Theory of Relativity". Maxwell's equations also showed the relationship between electricity and magnetism. Maxwell proved the existence of scalar energy. Nikola Tesla demonstrate the existence of this form of energy. Tesla created the scalar waves without using any wires. Tesla referred to this energy as standing energy or universal waves. Albert Einstein acknowledged the existence of this form of energy and made due reference to scalar energy in the 1920s.

PROPERTIES OF SCALAR ENERGY
Scalar Energy
• Non-linear
• Non-hertzian
• Field-like circles of energy
• Fills environment
• Static / Stationary form of energy

Hertzian Electromagnetic Field
• Linear
• Hertzian
• Wave like
• Runs along waves / shoots out
• Not static[1]

MECHANISM
The scalar energy acts by increasing energy level of single cell. The energy level is increased by transferring charge to electrons which is present in atom of cell. The charge gain affect on the electrons moving around the atom and this charge gain causes more efficient functioning of atom and ultimately the optimum working of cell. When the internal pressure increases, the surface tension will lessen and the energy will expand in bodily tissue. We cannot store scalar energy indefinitely. During the expansion phase the energy spreads out over molecules, cells, organs and systems. This is mechanism when healing takes place. All matter has a characteristic feature to memorize the energy. With this knowledge, we can embed a specific type of energy (health promoting) into a matter. The most state of the art technology is required for embedding energy into a matter. This technology is derived from principle of Quantum Theory. The use of Scalar Energy products will neutralize the negative energy in our body.

ADVANTAGES OF SCALAR ENERGY IN THE HUMAN BODY
• Eliminate the effects of man made frequencies.
• Increase the energy level cell is increased.
• Protects DNA by increasing energy level of hydrogen bonding which holds DNA.
• By increasing cell wall permeability allows entry of nutrients and elimination of waste.
- Overall body energy level is increased.
- Improve chylomicron level thus cleanse the blood.
- Improves improve immune function by as much as 149% as proven in laboratory studies.
- Improve mental focus.
- Acts as anti depressant as it inhibits the uptake of noradrenaline by PC12 nerve cells.

**HEALTH APPLICATION OF SCALAR ENERGY**

*For Inflammation and Healing*

After the use of scalar wave both improves the biofield radiating outside the body and internally by permeating the body’s tissues. This effect causes relaxation and dilation of the peripheral blood vessels in the human body. This causes increase in circulation by unclumping of cells.

*For Cellular Nutrition and Detoxification*

By improving cell permeability they facilitates the intake of various nutrients into the cell and helps in removal of various toxic substances. Thus helps in maintaining cellular nutrition for cell growth.

*For Aging*

Mitochondria is responsible for production of energy inside the cell for normal functioning of body organ. When mitochondria is unable to produce energy then scalar energy maintain energy level for optimum functioning of all body organs. This leads to regeneration of cell and thus age related diseases may be prevented which slow down the ageing process and helps in maintaining healthy life.

*For Cancer*

One of the important mechanism of scalar energy is to increase the energy potential of any cell in body. In cancer the energy potential of cells decreases to 15 millivolts, scalar waves can bring the energy potential of upto the optimum level of 70 millivolts. Thus the increased energy potential of cell prevents spread of cancer cell and helps in cancer healing. Scalar Energy has the abilities to increase the energy potential (transmembrane potential) of the cell.

*Scalar Energy and DNA*

Scalar energy can increase the strength of chemical bonds within DNA by increasing energy covalent level of every single hydrogen atom in the body to its optimum energy potential and making the DNA more resistant to damage.

*Scalar Energy and The Nervous System*

In the brain three types of waves are present. In that scalar energy promotes the alpha wave’s frequency. Then brain resonates at the same vibration as the earth’s energy field and is able to amplify these vibrations. If this frequency is transmitted throughout the body, this assist the cells in the body achieve a particular resonance which is essential to optimum health.

*Scalar energy and lymphocytes*

When the scalar energy coil is used in wrist watch, the lymphocytes the proliferation is increased to 75% than without scalar coil. The improvement in the immune and endocrine systems from in vitro study of scalars was found by Puharich.[3,4,5,6]

**EMBEDDING SCALAR ENERGY IN PRODUCT**

The living cell has many structures that are capable of holding scalar charge. The charge which embedded in products has ability to transfer this energy to living cell. Many crystalline structures in every cell wall are capable of holding scalar charge. Liquid crystal structures in the collagen network comprising all of the space between cells are also capable of holding a charge.[2]

**SCALAR ENERGY PRODUCTS**

Some products of scalar energy are listed below

- Scalar energy pendant
- Scalar energy bracelets
CONCLUSION
Scalar energy has great potential to research, innovations etc, as today's life is very fast and human beings are prone to diseases and use of chemicals causes side effects to the human body so as said PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE the scalar energy is very useful to fulfill this statement, the use of scalar energy in daily life improves body health without any side effect. In future various products of scalar energy will be,

- Patches
- Implants.
- Wrist Watches etc.

Daily use equipments can be developed which are helpful to human life.
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